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The  Refugee
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Biblical Afghan Language 

Resources
Old & New Testament in Pashto (includes audio version)

Afghan Bibles in Dari, Pashto, Hazaragi, Shugni
(electronic and mobile)

Dari Android App

Scripture and Discipleship for Mobile Phones & Tablets

Hope for Afghans 

Bible Gateway 

International Bible Society 

Jesus Film in 1600 languages, including Dari, Pashto, & Farsi

Find a Bible in many languages, including audio editions

        https://pashtobibles.org

        https://afghanbibles.org/eng/dari-bible

        Full Dari Bible for download; No internet access needed
        https://afghanmediacentre.org/en/dari-bible-android-app

         Scripture online in Dari and Pashto
         https://afghanapps.com

       website: https://hope4afghans.com/
       TV Network: FB@hope4afghans

        Searchable Bibles in 24 languages
        www.biblegateway.com

        Online Bibles in 38 languages
        www.ibs.org/bibles/index.php

       https://www.thegoodbookcompany.com/watch-the-jesus-film/   

       https://www.ffmna.org/find-a-bible

Muslims ARE reachable 
with the Gospel!
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Why am I Writing about Refugees? 

The whole world witnessed a horrific sight on August 16, 2021 as crowds of
desperate, determined Afghans ran beside a massive U.S. Military plane
filled with refugees fleeing the country after the country fell to the Taliban.
As the aircraft taxied down the runway of the Hamid Karzai Airport in Kabul,
Afghanistan, people were clinging to the sides of the plane while it took off,
hoping for a chance to leave the country. Tragically, some fell to their death
after the plane lifted off. For days afterwards the scenes of chaotic, fearful
crowds anxiously showing papers and pushing through Taliban checkpoints
revealed their dread of living under Taliban rule. A bomb blast at the airport
on August 26, 2021, took the lives of 13 service people and 170 Afghans
raising the threat level and risk for those hoping to leave. As a result of the
United States’ withdrawal from Afghanistan, over 120,000 refugees have
fled the country to other nations who now have to vet, process, and resettle
the traumatized new arrivals. Some will be our new neighbors.

Our purpose at Global Initiative is not to engage in the political debate
whether or not refugees should come to the United States, but to highlight
this incredible opportunity for Christians and churches to show the love of
Jesus to those who arrive in our neighborhoods from war-torn lands.
Journeys of desperation, trauma, fear, and loss mark their search for
freedom and a new life. Global Initiative: Reaching Muslim Peoples exists
to equip the church to reach Muslims with the gospel of Jesus Christ, who
alone gives true freedom and a new life.

In the mid 1980’s Vietnamese and Afghan refugees fleeing war in their
countries settled in neighborhoods around our church in Arlington, Virginia
where I served as Minister to Internationals. A poster from the United
Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR) hung in my church office
picturing a forlorn woman in a refugee camp, with her head in her hands.
The haunting caption read, “A refugee would love to  have your problems.”
It was a daily reminder that many people in the world live in the midst of
war, grinding poverty, difficult circumstances, political instability, and
hopeless situations. One day any of us could be a refugee.

Day 1To smile at someone from another country when you meet him or her in the
supermarket, at school, or in your community?

To say hello to a refugee you meet? (see www.sayhelloinfo.com)

To pray for refugees? Start a Jumaa Prayer Fellowship at your church to
pray every Friday for Muslims (jumaaprayer.com)

To donate household items?

To give food for a refugee family?

To listen to a refugee's story?

To learn about a refugee's country, history, religion, and culture?

To invite a refugee to your home for a meal?

To learn phrases in the refugee's language?

To share your life-changing faith in the Lord Jesus Christ with a
refugee?

Pray for neighbors who will receive them. Pray for them as they adjust to this
new life and culture. Pray that Jesus would lead them to exactly the place
that He has marked out for them to live, so that they can come to know Him.

Pray that refugees will meet a Christian friend who will love them and tell
them about Jesus. Pray for Jesus to appear to them in dreams and visions.
Pray that they would experience answers to prayer, miracles, and healing
that they will know is from Jesus. 

Has God been speaking to you on this refugee journey? What would it
take...?" 

As Afghan refugees continue to arrive in cities all 
over the United States, will you pray? 

As Ray Bakke reminds us, "Jesus was born in a borrowed barn in Asia and
became an African refugee. So the Christmas story is about an international
migrant" 
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A refugee, according to the 1951 United Nations Convention definition,
is “someone who is unable or unwilling to return to their country of
origin owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or
political opinion.” 

In those years, I picked up Vietnamese kids in a van and brought them
to Sunday school. They lived in an apartment complex where you could
recognize the nationality of the people living there by the wonderful
smells of food wafting under the doors: Indian, Afghan, Salvadorian,
Vietnamese, and Korean. The International Ministry at Arlington
Assembly of God hosted regular International Potluck Dinners inviting
people for food and fellowship. Everyone feasted on the delicious
cuisine proudly prepared by each nationality. We made new friends.
The dinners and the church grew. A foretaste of heaven! 

In Pakistan, I met Iranian Christian refugees who had horror stories of
their flight from religious persecution in search of freedom to worship
God. They were taken advantage of by unscrupulous smugglers,
uncertain of whom to trust. They waited for God, the UNHCR, and
foreign governments to decide their future, without knowing how long
they would have to wait, exhibiting far more patience, grace, and trust
in God than I would have been able to muster. I learned so much from
them over meals, tea, and times of prayer together. They appreciated
freedom in a way that those of us who have always had it, take for
granted. 

Through this 10-Day Refugee Journey we will share resources, such as
articles written by our team, books and websites to deepen your
understanding of Islam and Muslims and suggest ways that you and
your church can personally share the love of Jesus with your Muslim
refugee neighbor.

Day 10

On the Sabbath we went outside the city gate to the river, where we
expected to find a place of prayer. We sat down and began to speak to the
women who had gathered there. One of those listening was a woman from
the city of Thyatira named Lydia, a dealer in purple cloth. She was a
worshiper of God. The Lord opened her heart to respond to Paul’s message.
When she and the members of her household were baptized, she invited us
to her home. “If you consider me a believer in the Lord,” she said, “come and
stay at my house.” And she persuaded us. (Acts 16:13-15)

Open Heart, Open Hands, Open Home 

Hospitality is a theme woven throughout the whole Bible from the Garden of
Eden to the book of Revelation. The New Testament Greek word for hospitality
(philoxenia) means “love of strangers.” This points to the motivation of love that
determines a person’s actions rather than a specific list of rules on how to
practice hospitality. Jesus’ love in us opens our hearts to love others. The
presence of Jesus creates “supernatural sacred space” where miracles
can happen, healings can occur, sins can be forgiven, and lives can be
transformed (Krstulovich 2020, p. 239).

Lydia, a businesswoman from Thyatira, is a beautiful example of opening her
home after God opened her heart.

The Bible instructs Christians to “Contribute to the needs of the saints and seek
to show hospitality” (Rom. 12:13), “Do not neglect to show hospitality to
strangers, for thereby some have entertained angels unawares,” (Heb. 13:2), to
“Show hospitality to one another without grumbling” (1 Peter 4:9), and
understand that being hospitable must be evident to qualify for the office of
overseer in church leadership (1 Tim. 3:2; Titus 1:7-9). Our motivations,
attitudes, and intentionality either facilitate or hinder hospitality.

In an extension of divine hospitality, Jesus Christ extends His invitation to all
humankind and welcomes people of every tribe, language, people, and nation
who believe in Him to the Marriage Supper of the Lamb in heaven (Rev. 7:9,
Rev. 19:6-9). 



"What Would it Take for You to Leave your Country?" 

Most people do not like change. What would it take to pack up your family,
leave your home, friends, community, and everything that is familiar to set off
on a dangerous journey with only the possessions you could carry in your
hands? 

How desperate would you need to be, to risk your life to escape political or
religious persecution, or pay your life savings to smugglers, hoping for a safe
passage in an overcrowded, rubber boat where others before you have
drowned?

The picture of Alan Kurdi, the dead Syrian toddler, who washed ashore in
Turkey, held in the arms of a Turkish policeman, sent shock waves
throughout the world, and opened people’s eyes to the horrors of the Syrian
refugee crisis. (For further information on the background of the Syrian
Crisis, see “Syria in Crisis,” Intercede, Nov/Dec 2012 by Harry Morin)

In the United States, we have not had to ponder that question yet, but the
steady stream of refugees on the journey to Europe came to that conclusion.
For some, it is a desperate desire for physical safety from war, bombs,
destruction, ISIS,* and the Taliban. For others it is to escape religious
persecution, with the hope of being allowed to worship Jesus Christ without
getting arrested and jailed. For some it is the promise of a better financial
future. But for everyone, it means leaving the known and moving out into the
unknown. Mostly, brave people take that step. 

Cell phones, a refugee’s lifeline, chronicle the journey and navigate the path
into the future while connecting them to those left behind. An article in Time
Magazine, notes that smartphones are often the only item refugees carry:
“The European refugee crisis is the first of its kind in a fully digital age, and
that has changed how the exodus is unfolding. With each border crossing,
there is a race to find a new signal, a new local SIM card or a public wi-fi
network” (p. 56). When asked what is more important, food or power, one 

Day 2

Your Afghan Muslim refugee friend has just left everything familiar and
entered into a new world where nothing is the same—different
clothes, different language, different food, different customs, different
culture, different greetings, different weather, different everything! I will
never forget the kindness of people who helped me when I first arrived
in their country, when I had no idea how to live or communicate or get
around or where to buy things. You will form amazing, lasting
friendships as you help someone adjust to living in your
community.

Learn about your new Muslim friend’s country: their family, culture,
food, religious celebrations, sports, and customs. Share yours with
them. Consider inviting them to a sports event at your child’s school or
to share a holiday with you. Most of all, ask the Holy Spirit to lead
you in your friendship. 

When they invite you to their home, go and meet their families, enjoy
their hospitality, try new food, listen to their stories, and learn about
their country. Your lives will be mutually enriched! 

https://4dc5f6c2-e36d-423e-be9c-eb19f2a78946.filesusr.com/ugd/ee6865_6c42e7d885cf4430855c59cdaf0e4fc5.pdf?index=true
https://time.com/4062120/see-how-smartphones-have-become-a-lifeline-for-refugees/


Pray for the Afghans who have just left their country amidst great
danger, trauma, and turmoil in hope of a better future and for those
left behind.

Pray for refugees from other nations on the road, for all that they will
encounter, for safety, provisions, and hope.

Pray they will find Christian websites as they scour their phones for
information.

Pray that they will hear the gospel from Christian fellow travelers. 

Pray that refugees will share the gospel back to their homelands. 

refugee answered, “Charging my phone” (p. 57) This is a new
phenomenon, says Peter Bouckaert, Human Rights Watch’s emergencies
director. “Most of the Syrians fleeing are educated and urban so they
have the funds and the exposure to use smartphones effectively” (p. 57).
The same is likely true for Afghans fleeing their country today.

Reading this article, I flashed back to my two-month journey in 1975
traveling along the “Hippie Trail” from Pakistan to England by local bus.
Information traveled from person to person in those days. Sitting in cafes
we would exchange information about the place we had just come from
with the ones who were on their way to that location: the best routes, the
cheapest hotels, the things to see. It was a different day, and a different
purpose for travel, but communication travelled effectively along an
information highway, nevertheless.

Worldwide connectivity between refugees and their families living in their
cities of origin, create an information highway for the gospel to travel back
to home countries where it is difficult for missionaries to get visas. Now is
the time to share the gospel!

*For further information on ISIS, refer to “Understanding ISIS,” Intercede
Jan/Feb 2015, by Jim Bennett.

 

Day 9

Jesus goes to where she is. 

Jesus crosses ethnic, cultural, and religious barriers to talk with her. 

Jesus tells her the truth about God.

He is not distracted by religious debate.

He offers her eternal life.

Her life is transformed and she tells her whole town!

Bridging the Cultural Divide 

Consider the cultural differences for a Muslim coming into a Christian
church. In the mosque, people take their shoes off at the door. Men and
women do not sit together. Women, in fact, are in a separate area
secluded from the men. Muslims wash before prayer and pray in the
direction of Mecca, while standing side by side; men with men and
women with women, with a series of synchronized movements that
include bowing, bending, and touching their heads to the floor in
submission to Allah. They treat their holy book with respect and would
never put their Quran on the floor. There is no music.

Imagine what culture shock it is for a Muslim to come into church where
men and women are sitting together on pews with their shoes on, singing!
And then to see the Bibles on the floor near people’s feet completes the
whole jarring experience! When you invite a Muslim to attend church with
you, make sure to explain the meaning of some of the elements of the
service before arriving so they will not be so shocked. 

Consider how Jesus approached the Samaritan woman at the well in
John 4. 

 

https://4dc5f6c2-e36d-423e-be9c-eb19f2a78946.filesusr.com/ugd/ee6865_7a40f7e8b9d44703bc4d54c811f2f263.pdf?index=true


Day 3

The Sovereign Lord orchestrates the movement of peoples across the
globe in order to advance his kingdom for His glory. Whether through
believers transferring jobs and finding themselves in new locations or
unbelievers moving to cities of refuge where they may first come face-to-
face with the message of Jesus, the migration of people does not happen
as an afterthought in the heart of God. The church may be oblivious to
such workings of the Spirit, but the seasons and times of life are part of
the King working out His plan to redeem the peoples of this world from
the bondage of the wicked one. 

Begin a conversation, man-to-man and woman-to-woman.
Talk about family, culture, and God.
Be hospitable and kind.
Politely offer food and drink at least three times as it is polite for them to
refuse your offer three times so as not to cause you expense or
inconvenience. 

The Mission Field on Our Doorstep

The world is in an Acts 17:26-27 moment: “From one man he (God) made all
the nations, that they should inhabit the whole earth; and he marked out their
appointed times in history and the boundaries of their lands. God did this so
that they would seek him and perhaps reach out for him and find him, though
he is not far from any one of us.”

J. D. Payne in his book, Strangers Next Door: Immigration, Migration and
Mission gives an excellent overview of the migrations throughout history
noting that God uses migration, whether it is the result of sinful behavior or
willful obedience, to fulfill salvation history. 

Is God answering the fervent prayers of Christians over the last 40 years for
the salvation of Muslims through prayer networks such as the Jumaa Prayer
Fellowship, Praying for Muslims by Sheikh Abdullah, 30 Days of Prayer
during the month of Ramadan, and the Prayercast videos.

Here are a few guidelines to keep in mind when you meet a refugee family:

Muslims believe in God, Angels, Holy Books, Prophets, the Day of
Judgment, and Predestination to do good or evil.
Regarding sin, Muslims believe humanity is not sinful by nature and
does not need a savior.
Regarding salvation, Muslims believe that their good deeds must
outweigh their bad deeds to get to Paradise (heaven). Muslims have
no assurance that they will get to Paradise. 

“The Bible has been corrupted or changed.”
“Christians believe in three Gods: The Father, Son, and Mary.” 
Muslims will say they believe in Jesus but what they really mean is:

“Jesus is only a prophet.” 
“Jesus is not the Son of God.” He is not divine.
“Jesus was not crucified.
“Jesus did not rise from the dead.” There is no resurrection.

Muslim Beliefs 

For more in-depth explanation of theological challenges posed by Islam,
see “Key Theological Challenges in Discipling Muslim Background
Believers, ”Intercede, January/February 2016, by Ken Ferguson.

Muslim Accusations against Christianity 

Islam is not one monolithic block. For an excellent description of different
types of Muslims and how to share Jesus with them’, see Don McCurry’s
book, Healing the Broken Family of Abraham. 

For more in-depth study, refer to the publications and resources on the
Global Initiative website. 
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Allah is their name for God. There are 99 names depicting Allah’s
character, but he cannot be known personally. He is not the same as
Jehovah.
Muhammad is considered to be the final prophet by Muslims, who
see him as a descendent of Abraham through Ishmael. He was born
about 600 years after Jesus.
The Quran is considered to be a compilation of recitations given to
the prophet Muhammad by the angel Jibril (Gabriel) over a 23-year
period. 
The Hadith is a compilation of the sayings and actions of Muhammad
collected from oral stories 200 years after his time. (To learn about
the Islamic traditions read, A Muslim's Mind: What Every Christian
Needs to Know About the Islamic Traditions, by Edward J.
Hoskins) 

Repetition of the creed: (Shahada) “There is one God, Allah, and
Muhammad is the messenger of God.” Repeating this makes one a
Muslim.
Prayer: (Salat) A ritual 5 times daily, facing toward Mecca after
performing prescribed washing.
Almsgiving: (Zakat) 2.5 percent of their income goes to help the poor
and support Islamic causes.
Fasting: (Roza) Muslims must fast for 30 days during the month of
Ramadan from sunrise to sunset.
Hajj: The pilgrimage to Mecca required once in a lifetime for every
person who is financially and physically able.
Jihad: Holy war to advance Islam; internal spiritual struggle. 

A Quick Overview of Muslim 
Beliefs and Practices

Many of the refugees coming from Afghanistan, Syria, and Iraq are
Muslim. It is important to understand what they believe. 

Muslim Practices: The Five Pillars 

Day 8Modesty is important.

Muslims generally do not eat pork or drink alcohol. 

Muslims handle the Quran, their holy book, with respect by keeping it on
the highest shelf in the house and not putting it on the floor.

Most Muslims consider dogs unclean and generally do not keep them in
their home, so it is good to put pets in another room when Muslim guests
come to your home.

Muslims do not touch food or give or receive anything with their left hand,
which is used for personal hygiene.

Be aware that:

Hospitality

Muslims are generally very hospitable. I have enjoyed wonderful visits in
Muslim’s homes in many different countries. Many Muslims are curious about
how Christians live. We often hear testimonies from Muslims who have lived
in the United States for many years but have never been invited into a
Christian’s home and have never heard the gospel. Would you consider
inviting a Muslim out for coffee or tea or for a meal in your home? The
author of Hebrews writes, “Do not forget to show hospitality to strangers, for
by so doing some people have shown hospitality to angels without knowing
it” (Hebrews 13:2) 

A dear friend who lived in Jordan for many years said, “We make it so
complicated and really it is easy.” Love opens the door of our hearts and
homes. When Jesus is invited into our conversations, His divine
presence creates supernatural sacred space where lives are changed,
people are healed, and prayers are answered. 

For more suggestions on the role of guest and host see “Hospitality’s Key
Role in Reaching Muslims,” Intercede, Sept/Oct 2015, by Donna
Krstulovich. 
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“Through language classes (ESL), cultural integration, and language
congregations, we have been the ‘church serving.’ Using gifts of
friendship, mutual support, and sharing, we have built bridges and
friendship with our immigrant neighbors.”

English as a Second Language classes
Food 
Clothing
Housing
Furnishings
Tutoring Kids
Orientation to the community
International Dinners

Fred Farrokh’s excellent devotional, A Journey with Jesus, is a
wonderful gift for MBBs on their spiritual journey. It is also available in
Spanish, French, and Arabic--and audio version in English. 

One Church with Many Languages

Pastors Doug and Lamond Banks of Maranatha Chapel in Evergreen
Park, Illinois, were formerly missionaries in Mexico City. Hispanics,
Arabs, African Americans, and Eastern Europeans surround Evergreen
Park. God gave them a vision for one church with many languages and it
has become just that. Step-by-step the Lord has led them to establish
Spanish, Arabic, Jewish, and African language congregations that are all
part of one church. (Read their faith-filled story in the “The Local Church
Reaching Muslims” Intercede, May/June 2015)

Pastor Lamond shares, 

Ways to Meet the Needs of Refugees

Fred Farrokh adds, “If the MBBs are newcomers to the country they may
need various kinds of practical assistance related to their resettlement.
While the church and church volunteers may initially help with ESL or
shopping, it is also fine to connect the MBBs with existing community
resources for transportation, job training, job placement, legal paperwork,
housing, etc. Church volunteers should see their primary ministry as
spiritual and moral support. Maintain reasonable boundaries to
avoid burn-out.”

Refugees are most open when they first arrive. One of the greatest gifts
we can give to refugees is to listen to their stories. 

Day 4

Upon initial arrival, 90 percent of refugees who resettle in the U.S. have
no American friend. These are wounded, broken souls in desperate
need of Jesus’ saving and healing power. Our ministry is based on
God’s Word from Leviticus 19:33-34, “When a foreigner lives with you in
your land, don’t take advantage of him. Treat the foreigner the same as
a native. Love him like one of your own” (The Message).

Christianity, as established by its founder and example Jesus Christ, is
first and foremost a religion of love and compassion. Jesus said, “All
men will know that you are my disciples if you love one another” (John
13:35). Since Muslims are our neighbors, the call from our Savior is,
“Love your neighbor as yourself” (Matthew 22:39). If some Christians
remain convinced that Muslims are their enemies, even then the
Saviors’ call remains the same: “Love your enemies” (Luke 6:27). The
call from our Savior is to bring Muslims to Jesus. Many Muslims today
are disillusioned with Islam because of the numerous terrorist acts by
fellow Muslims. Their silent cry is for something better. …
Disillusionment with the rigidity of fundamentalist Islam creates a
gnawing hunger for grace in the lives of many Muslims. (“Responding
to Radical Islam,” Intercede, November/December 2005, p. 4)

Welcome or Rejection?
 

Afghan refugees fleeing the Taliban and radical Islam have experienced
trauma from untold atrocities. To experience rejection on top of that is
devastating. People never forget kindness and a welcome shown to them in
the midst of deep suffering in a new and unfamiliar place.

David Hartman, who ministers to Muslim refugees in the United States,
writes:

In this time of terrorist’s attacks, gruesome ISIS videos, heated political
debate, rising radical Islam, and anti-Muslim rhetoric, Dale Fagerland,
former missionary and Director of Training for Global Initiative: Reaching
Muslim Peoples, describes the attitude necessary to respond to Radical
Islam: 
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Day 7
Refugee Children

Children are the future leaders. Angela Merkel, the Chancellor of
Germany, a refugee herself, took an unpopular political stand to
welcome every refugee into Germany (Vick 2015). As a child of seven,
she saw the Berlin Wall erected and lived behind that wall for the first 35
years of her life. 

Friends who spent time in a refugee camp on the border between two
countries commented on the resilience and politeness of the children.
According to the United Nations, “Around half of refugees were children
in 2016. Without the protection of family or kin, unaccompanied and
separated children are particularly at risk of exploitation and abuse.”
(https://www.unhcr.org/5943e8a34.pdf) 

One day when I picked up refugee children for Sunday school, an old
Vietnamese man, sitting alone under a tree, caught my attention. I
wondered, “What job did he leave behind to come to this country where
he had to learn to speak English in order to work? How hard was it for
him to pick up and leave his friends and all he knew and come to a new
country to start over? Was he ever able to work in his field of expertise or
did he have to start at the bottom of some non-descript job to make ends
meet so that his children would have a better future?”

Often I meet taxi drivers who were teachers, engineers, and bankers in
their own countries. Now they work long hours at a menial job far under
their qualifications to help their children survive and have future success
in this country. 

Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them,
for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these” (Matthew 19:14).
You may remember the Sunday School song, “Jesus loves the little
children, all the children of the world, red and yellow, black and white,
they are precious in his sight. Jesus loves the little children of the world.” 
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MBBs can be a gift to the local church, since many MBBs are familiar
with overcoming persecution. So, the local church should see MBBs
as people who can contribute to the life of the church.
In many cases, the MBB may have lost family connections through
immigration or being disowned for his/her faith in Christ. The local
church needs to create a sense of family for the new MBBs. Men in
the church should seek to interact with MBB men, women to women,
and families to families.
MBBs should be invited to Bible studies and prayer meetings.
The local church should not rush MBBs to the pulpit for testimonies.
Let it come naturally. We don’t want the convert to get a big head and
possibly get set up for a big fall.
The local church can utilize the MBB as a resource on events in the
MBBs country but should not expect or demand the MBB to make
political evaluations. The MBB, having already created shame for
his/her family through conversion, may not want to make matters
worse by weighing in on politics.
MBBs need pastoral oversight and accountability, whether this is
through the senior pastor or cell group leaders. It is not necessary to
know a lot about Islam to pastor or disciple an MBB.
In summary, try not to make the MBB feel “different” from other
newcomers, but rather welcomed into the family of God.

“How Can the Local Church 
Welcome Refugees?”

“The foreigner residing among you must be treated as your native-born.
Love them as yourself, for you were foreigners in Egypt. I am the Lord
your God” (Leviticus 19:34).

Fred Farrokh, a Muslim Background Believer (MBB), suggests seven
ways to welcome MBBs:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

https://www.unhcr.org/5943e8a34.pdf
https://time.com/time-person-of-the-year-2015-angela-merkel/
https://4dc5f6c2-e36d-423e-be9c-eb19f2a78946.filesusr.com/ugd/36c06b_c9b77f4004e1440c864b60e91ea292f3.pdf?index=true


Day 5

“We cannot be naïve and ignore what radical Muslims are doing in
our world. I constantly reflect on two Scripture passages: (1) We must
“be wary and wise as serpents, and be innocent as doves” (Matthew
10:16, AMP); and (2) “For our struggle is not against flesh and blood,
but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of
this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
realms” (Ephesians 6:12, NIV). We ought to do everything we can to
stop the efforts of radical Muslims, while at the same time we must
doing everything we can to place the gospel of Jesus Christ before
every Muslim.” (“Responding to Radical Islam,” Intercede,
November/December 2005, p. 2)

“How Do I Know that My Muslim Neighbor 
is Not a Terrorist?”

Obviously, not all people in the world are people of good will. Terrorists
are willing to kill and die for their ideology. Tension exists between the
need for security and the desire to show compassion. This takes wisdom
and discernment from the Holy Spirit. 
 
Saul of Tarsus was on the road to Damascus (Syria) breathing out
murderous threats against Jesus’ disciples when God revealed himself to
him in a powerful way. Then, Jesus instructed Ananias to go and pray for
Saul. He was not thrilled with the idea of going to pray for him because of
Saul’s reputation of creating trouble for God’s people. However, in
obedience, Ananias prayed for Saul to be healed and filled with the Holy
Spirit. Saul, who became the Apostle Paul, was baptized and spent the
rest of his life proclaiming Jesus, the Messiah (Acts 9: 1-22). 

Jim Bennett writes, 

For Muslim apostates who have left all for Christ, there remains the
dilemma of finding a new spiritual home. The Islamic Mosque is no
longer an option since the mosque exists to affirm the prophethood of
Muhammad who denied that Jesus was Lord, God, or Savior. In
some places there are no churches to attend. In other places
established churches are concerned the new converts may be
imposters or informers in disguise. Nevertheless, many established
churches have opened their doors and arms to their new brothers and
sisters who have left Islam. In other contexts, most of the MBBs are
meeting in homes or cell groups.

Pray that God will give them supernatural courage;

Pray for comfort for those mourning the loss of their families;

Pray that they would find their new identity in Christ;

Pray that they would find a new spiritual home in the body of Christ;

Pray that churches would welcome their new brothers and sisters in

Christ.

For an excellent website to listen to Muslims share their journey from
Islam to Christ go to: A Muslim Journey to Hope . 

For powerful testimonies, see Seeking Allah Finding Jesus by
Nabeel Qureshi and I Dared to Call Him Father by Bilquis Shaikh.

Islam indoctrinates Muslims against the heart of the gospel
message by teaching that Jesus is only a prophet, denying His
divinity, death, and resurrection. Converts are not only disowned by
their families but can also be killed in honor killings by family members
who believe they are doing a service to God.

Farrokh relates the challenge for Muslims to find a new spiritual home.
 

Let’s pray for Muslim Background Believers who have decided to follow
Jesus Christ:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

https://4dc5f6c2-e36d-423e-be9c-eb19f2a78946.filesusr.com/ugd/ee6865_1c4941a01a614c828e9f188c2401797d.pdf?index=true
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Day 6

The North American evangelical church needs to wake up to the
mission field around us. With the freedom that we enjoy in North
America we have a great privilege to bring the gospel to Muslims with
great openness and little need for fear. The freedom we enjoy is one of
the very reasons why millions of Muslim immigrants have come to
North America. The massive migration has brought the Muslim mission
field to the doorstep of the Western church. God is calling the Western
church to reach out to our new Muslim neighbors aggressively and
lovingly. God has graciously given us an open door for ministry; let us
not lose our opportunity. (McDowell and Zaka 1999)

Bruce McDowell and Anees Zaka, in their book, Muslims and Christians at
the Table: Promoting Biblical Understanding among North American
Muslims, provide an excellent overview of the history of Islam, Muslim
culture, theology, beliefs, and practices as well as practical ways to reach
out to Muslims, befriend them, and share the gospel:

Fear paralyzes us. What if Ananias had not obeyed because of fear?
The Lord Jesus Christ is the only one who can change a person’s heart.
Maybe a better question is, “How do I know that my Muslim neighbor
will not be the next ‘Apostle Paul’ when he or she meets Jesus?”
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Most common is the love of a Christian friend. (“Her Hope For
Heaven” Intercede November/December 2013, by Lynda Hausfeld)
Dreams and visions. 
Reading the Bible.
Miracles, answers to prayer, and supernatural healings. “When
Muslims experience for themselves the healing power of Jesus, then
often their faith is ready to expand to accept Jesus as the healer of
the heart—the Savior in whose name there is forgiveness of sins.”
(“Jesus the Healer,” Intercede, March/April 2013, p. 6, by Harry
Morin) 
Disillusionment with Islam, which is perhaps one reason the refugees
are not heading toward Saudi Arabia, the spiritual birthplace of Islam.

The world of Islam has stood entrenched as a challenging mission
field for the Church. There are several reasons for this. First, Islam
originated after Christianity and, therefore, includes teachings against
Christianity within its central doctrines. Second, Islamic law
prescribes the death penalty for apostates who leave Islam. Third, for
many centuries, the church conducted limited ministry among
Muslims. (“Welcome, MBBs to the Kingdom of God,” Intercede
Nov/Dec 2015, p. 4 by Fred Farrokh)

Coming Home: Welcome, MBB’s, 
into the Kingdom of God!

Five Ways Muslims Come to Faith in Christ

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Refugees daily face myriad of difficulties on the journey from their homes
into unfamiliar countries, with different languages, cultures, religions,
roadblocks, closed borders, suspicion, and sometimes deportation or
death. Afghan refugees today face all of these challenges. 

The journey of a Muslim from Islam to faith in Christ is also a difficult and
dangerous journey. Fred Farrokh writes:
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